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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present a novel learning based fiducial driven

registration (LeFiR) scheme. We also investigate a key prob-

lem concerning the nature of landmark choices in relation to

different aspects of the deformation, such as force direction,

magnitude of displacement, deformation location, and native

imaging artifacts of noise and intensity non-uniformity. In

this work we focus on the problem of attempting to identify

the optimal configuration of landmarks for recovering defor-

mation between a target and a moving image via a thin-plate

spline (TPS) based registration scheme. Additionally, we em-

ploy the LeFiR scheme to model the localized nature of de-

formation introduced by a new treatment modality - laser in-

duced interstitial thermal therapy (LITT) for treating neuro-

logical disorders. Magnetic resonance guided LITT has re-

cently emerged as a minimally invasive alternative to cran-

iotomy for local treatment of brain diseases (such as glioblas-

toma multiforme (GBM), epilepsy). There is thus a need to

understand (in terms of imaging features) the precise changes

in the target region of interest following LITT. In order to

evaluate LeFiR, we tested the scheme on a synthetic brain

dataset and in two real clinical scenarios for treating GBM

and epilepsy with LITT. In all cases LeFiR was found to out-

perform a uniform landmark based TPS registration scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION

Laser-induced interstitial thermal therapy (LITT), coupled

with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance, has

emerged as a new minimally invasive and safe approach to

treat brain tumors, such as glioblastoma multiforme (GBM)

[1], and more recently, to treat epileptogenic foci for epilepsy

[2]. LITT allows for precisely localizing heat to a target

with minimal damage to normal surrounding tissues. While

LITT holds significant potential to be the modality of choice

for multiple diseases (brain, prostate, breast), it is currently
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only practised as an investigational procedure at a few clin-

ical centers worldwide due to lack of data on longer term

patient outcome following LITT. Consequently, there is a

need to employ imaging in conjunction with LITT to better

understand the precise change in the focus of treatment post-

LITT since the changes in imaging markers could serve as

a surrogate of treatment response. Therefore, a good image

registration algorithm that can spatially and accurately align

pre- and post-LITT MR images is necessary and critical to

quantitatively capture and evaluate subtle imaging marker

changes post-LITT.

Landmark-based image registration is among the most

popular methods for medical image registration. However,

identifying important landmarks to perform an accurate reg-

istration remains a challenging task. Although significant

contributions have been made to automatic feature-based

landmark detection, such as Rechberg’s method [3], these

methods mainly focus on optimization of global transforma-

tion and may perform poorly on recovering local deforma-

tion. Such methods hence become inappropriate for regis-

tering pre- and post-LITT images, as a small focal region

is deformed after ablation of tumor and epileptogenic foci.

Alternatively, one can place the landmarks on a uniform grid

to spatially align pre- and post-LITT images. However, these

landmarks may not represent informative landmarks due to

the uniformity and sparsity of grid.

In this work, we present a learning based fiducial driven

registration (LeFiR) method (see Figure 1) to accurately align

pre- and post-LITT MR images to facilitate the identification

of changes in MRI markers post-therapy. The assumption is

that by inducing a pre-defined deformation and attempting to

recover the induced deformation allow us to learn the optimal

spatial configuration of landmarks. We assume that the in-

duced deformation in the training phase is reasonably similar

to the expected deformation in a new image. Therefore, this

learned landmark configuration can be employed to better re-

cover the deformation in the new image compared to an ad

hoc landmark configuration (e.g. uniform) from a registration

perspective. The major contributions of this work are: (i) de-

velopment of a novel LeFiR algorithm based on learning the
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Fig. 1. The flowchart shows 3 modules of the LeFiR algorithm. Module 1 involves introducing a pre-defied deformed field on the image, the

assumption being that the induced deformation will be similar to what one may expect to see in a new image. Module 2 selects important land-

marks to form optimal configurations. Two examples of identified landmark sets are shown by using deformation fields D(fi, la, ms, n0, u0)

and D(fo, lb,ms, n5, u20), respectively. Module 3 computes a new landmark set by transforming the learned landmarks to clinical data.

optimal spatial configuration of landmarks from a registration

perspective, (ii) identification of a reliable and generalizable

spatial configuration of landmarks to accurately recover focal

deformation induced by LITT.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Module 1: Generation of synthetic deformation

We denote C = (C, f) as an original image, where C is a
scene, C is a grid of spatial locations c ∈ C, and f is an
intensity function associate with every spatial location c ∈
C. A circle-shaped deformation field D is applied to a small
regionR ⊂ C to simulate the effect of LITT on a local region,
which can then be expressed as:

D(C) = φ(c;F), c ∈ R, R ⊂ C (1)

where φ is a transformation function that can be computed

by considering three factors F : (i) two forces f i, fo, pushing

the points towards the target center or outwards to the tar-

get boundary, to simulate tissue changes post-LITT, (ii) three

locations la, lm, lb representing three zones within the organ

of interest which were employed to simulate different loca-

tions of disease within the brain, and (iii) three deformation

magnitudes ms,mm,ml reflecting small, medium, and large

deformation, in turn aimed to simulate different size and ex-

tent of treatment-related changes. Figure 1 (Module 1) shows

an example of a synthetic deformation using D(f i, la,ms). A

set of H deformed images Wi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., H}, was gener-

ated by moving the pre-defined deformation field D to various

locations on the image.

2.2. Module 2: Identifying optimal spatial landmark con-

figuration

The optimal landmark distributions L are learned through

four experiments: (1) Experiment 1: L in D(f i, fo); (2)

Experiment 2: L in D(la, lm, lb); (3) Experiment 3: L in

D(ms,mm,ml); (4) Experiment 4: L in various levels of

image noise (n0, n1, n5, n9) and intensity non-uniformity

(INU) (u0, u20, u40).

For each experiment, we first compute a landmark point

base P = {pj}
M
j=1

, pj ∈ C where C is a uniform grid of

spatial locations on C, and a corresponding point base Q =
{qj}

M
j=1

on Wi. Two brain images {C, Wi} are registered

via a thin-plate spline (TPS) [4] transform τ(C;W i;S
c
k;S

wi

k ),
k ∈ {1, ...,K}, where Sc

k = {scj}
N
j=1

⊂ P and Swi

k =

{swi

j }Nj=1
⊂ Q (N < M ) are randomly chosen point sets

for C and Wi, respectively, and k denotes the index of sim-

ulation. Let vj , j ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}, store the frequency of

each point pair {pj, qj} that participates in the registration.

Four similarity metrics [5], including mutual information

(MI), normalized cross-correlation (NCC), sum of squared

intensity difference (SSDi), and sum of square displacement

difference (SSDd), are utilized as selection criteria to com-

pute the performance score for these selected points. After

K simulations, an average measure score is computed for

each point pair {pj, qj}. Two subsets Sc
o = {ocj}

W
j=1

for

C, and Swi
o = {owi

j }Wj=1
for Wi containing W (W < M )

landmarks with the best values of 1

vj

∑K

k=1
ϕ(τ ;Sc

k;S
wi

k ),

ϕ ∈ {SSDi, SSDd, NCC,MI}, are selected to identify the

optimal spatial configuration.

2.3. Module 3: Transformation of optimal landmarks

For a new unseen dataset comprising both the pre- and post-
treatment images {Cpre, Cpost}, a simple thresholding method
can be employed to produce a binary mask B for each of
{C,Wi, Cpre, Cpost}. An affine transformation ψ is applied to

Swi
o = {owi

j }Wj=1
and Sc

o = {ocj}
W
j=1

to generate transformed

landmark sets ψ(Swi
o ) and ψ(Sc

o) as:
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Fig. 2. Quantitative results for LeFiR on synthetic brain data using 100 and 200 selected landmarks in terms of SSDi, SSDd, NCC, MI. The

landmark configuration using the SSDi selection criterion achieved the best registration performance by up to 25% improvement compared

to the uniformly spaced landmarks.

ψ(Swi
o ) = Aposto

wi
j + bpost, o

wi
j ∈ S

wi
o

ψ(Sc
o) = Apreo

c
j + bpre, o

c
j ∈ S

c
o (2)

where {Apost, bpost} and {Apre, bpre} are affine transfor-

mation matrices computed by matching two pairs of binary

masks {BWi
, BCpost

}, and {BC , BCpre
} in the same coordi-

nate system, respectively. Therefore, a new landmark config-

uration {ψ(Swi
o ), ψ(Sc

o)} is obtained by mapping the learned

landmark configuration {Swi
o , Sc

o} to the real clinical dataset.

The LeFiR algorithm presented below is finally performed to

spatially align two images {Cpre, Cpost}.

The LeFiR Algorithm

Input: C, Cpre, Cpost

Output: Creg

begin

0. define Wi, Ck, Swi
o , Sc

o.

1. For i = 1 to H Wi(R) = D(c;F) endfor;

2. For k = 1 to K

3. randomly select Sc
k and S

wi

k ; Ck = τ (C;Wi;S
c
k, S

wi

k );
4. endfor;

5. {Swi
o , Sc

o} = maxW
j=1 arg

1

vj

∑K

k=1
ϕ(τ ;Sc

k;S
wi

k );

6. ψ(Swi
o ) = Aposto

wi
j + bpost, o

wi
j ∈ Swi

o ;

7. ψ(Sc
o) = Apreo

c
j + bpre, ocj ∈ Sc

o;

8. Creg = τ (Cpre; Cpost; T (S
wi
o );T (Sc

o));
end

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Dataset description

A simulated brain database (SBD) [6] is utilized for learning

optimal landmark configurations. The T1-weighted MR brain

images with noise levels of 0%, 1%, 5%, 9%, and INU levels

of 0%, 20%, 40% are used in the experiments.

An FDA-cleared surgical laser ablation system (Visu-

alase, Inc., Houston, TX) was employed for treating GBM

patient and one epilepsy patient who were monitored post-

LITT via MRI guidance as a part of an ongoing study at the

University of Medicine and Dentistry, New Jersey between

2011-2012, after initial 3-Tesla MRI. The patients were reim-

aged after 24 hours post LITT.

3.2. Evaluation of learned landmark fiducials on syn-

thetic brain data

A total of H = 286 pairs of deformed simulated brain im-

ages were generated and used in the experiments. The se-

lected landmark configuration {S c
o, S

wi
o } was utilized within

a TPS registration scheme to register original and deformed

brain MR images. The registration result was then evalu-

ated in terms of 4 distinct quality metrics (SSDi, SSDd, NCC,

MI). For comparison, we examined TPS registration via a uni-

formly spaced grid of landmark points. The same number of

landmarks were used in both landmark selection strategies.

Figure 1 (Module 2) displayed two examples of the se-

lected landmarks using two different deformation fields in

terms of SSDi as a selection criterion. The qualitative results

showed that the optimally identified landmark configuration

exhibited a pattern in which landmarks either within or near

the deformed region were identified as being most informa-

tion from a registration perspective. This trend was consis-

tently seen across different deformation profiles and quality

metrics. Figure 2 showed the performance of LeFiR evalu-

ated by four different quality metrics (SSD i, SSDd, NCC, and

MI) compared to the uniformly spaced landmarks. The land-

mark configurations identified via SSDi and NCC suggested

an up to 25% and 21% improvement in registration accuracy

compared to the uniformly spaced grid points when only 100
landmarks were used.

3.3. Co-registering pre- and post-LITT MRI in GBM

The transformed optimal landmark set {ψ(Sw120

o ), ψ(Sc
o)}

was evaluated on a patient study involving GBM. Tumor was

localized to one side of the brain (as shown in Figure 3(a)).

The difference images between the registered and pre-LITT

images were encoded in a color scale (large difference val-

ues represented in red and small values represented in blue)

and overlaid on the original pre-LITT image. The identi-

fied optimal landmark configuration using the deformation

field D(fo, lm,ms, n0, u0) yielded a superior registration re-

sult with a SSD of 9.56 within the ablation site compared to a

SSD of 13.75 obtained from the uniform grid. Figures 3(e),(f)

suggest that the real focal deformation induced by LITT is

better recovered by the learned spatial landmark configura-

tion compared to using a uniformly spaced grid.
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Fig. 3. Figures 3(a), (b) and (g), (h) show pre- and post-LITT brain MRI for GBM and epilepsy, respectively. Figures 3(c), (d) and (i), (j)

demonstrate the landmarks (yellow points) generated by the LeFiR method and uniform grid, respectively. The red circle indicates the ablation

zone. Figures 3(e),(f) and (k),(l) show the difference images between the registered and pre-LITT images using the LeFiR and uniform grid,

respectively. Note that the optimal landmark configuration yielded a better registration quality compared to the uniform grid.

3.4. Co-registering pre- and post-LITT MRI in epilepsy

Unlike the GBM example shown in Figures 3(a)-(f), the post-

LITT brain MRI acquired from the epilepsy patient clearly ex-

hibited an ablation (deformation) zone within the correspond-

ing location of epileptogenic foci shown in the pre-LITT MRI

(Figure 3(g)). An affine transformation was applied to {S w94

o ,

Sc
o} to displace the points based on the location and shape of

the ablation zone. The second row of Figure 3 shows the re-

sults of registering two pre- and post-LITT MR images by us-

ing the deformation field D(fo, lm,mm, n0, u0) (Figure 3(i))

and uniform grid (Figure 3(j)) for a patient with epilepsy. The

optimal landmark configuration learnt (Figure 3(i)) and uni-

form grid (Figure 3(j)) yielded SSD values of 6.38 and 8.55
within the ablation zone, respectively. These quantitative val-

ues were consistent with the visual examination of the dif-

ference images between the registered and pre-LITT images

shown in Figures 3(k) and 3(l).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a learning based landmark driven image

registration scheme (LeFiR), in which the optimal spatial

landmark configurations were learned via a supervised reg-

istration method. MRI-guided LITT provides a minimally

invasive therapy for precise removal of focal abnormality

(e.g. GBM, epileptogenic foci). Registration of pre- and

post-LITT MRI is essential to capture and evaluate the subtle

changes on the MRI following LITT. The LeFiR algorithm

when tested on clinically realistic deformations was better

able to capture the localized nature of deformation compared

to uniform grid point placement. The findings confirmed

that those configurations where the landmarks were either

within or in close proximity of the deformed region in the

image were more important to ensure an optimal registration

result. This trend was consistently demonstrated across dif-

ferent deformation scenarios and similarity measures in terms

of both visual and quantitative evaluations. Given that only

spatial information is used to determine the optimal spatial

configuration of landmarks from a registration perspective,

the LeFiR method has the potential to be adopted to various

clinical applications for the purposes of registering different

image modalities.
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